
Pickily

It is an online supermarket app for fresh & hand picked fruits,

vegetables and daily essentials delivered to your doorstep.

Title
Increase the #of orders in Pickily and make the app more sticky.

Background
Pickily is a hyperlocal supermarket that delivers groceries,vegetables and fruits

within 45 minutes in and around Bengaluru. This is a highly competitive space with

the likes of Big Basket, Dunzo, Swiggy Instamart. Let's explore the app and find

few possible problems that are reducing the #of orders and possible solutions that

can increase the orders and make the app more sticky.



Problem
As mentioned above this is a segment with high competition, Pickily must give a

great User Experience and avoid possible churns to have their users for longer

time.

Problems encountered while exploring the App
1) The default location is chosen as HSR (560102) irrespective of the location

of the user.

2) Users can’t browse for other pincode apart from 560102 without logging in

to the app

3) The landing page (web app and mobile app)  doesn’t communicate what it

does.

4) Users can’t search with brand names. (Ex : User can’t search with brand

names like Heritage or Britannia or others )

5) Search results are very ordinary.

6) There is no option to filter or sort any items.

Problems based on other users reviews
1) Problem with Delivery Experience.

2) Problem with apps crashing frequently.

3) Problem with Customer Support Experience.

4) No option for Cash on Delivery

Goals
● Increase stickiness of Pickily app such that people rely on it completely for

their vegetables, fruits and daily essentials needs.

● Provide better delivery and user experience.

● Communicate what Pickily does and increase brand awareness among users.



Solutions
Let's see possible solutions to all problems listed above and then decide which of

these solutions aligns with our goals and build those solutions.

Sl No Problem Possible Solutions

1 Default location is HSR (560102)

● Users can manually enter their location or

pincode.

● Try to get the location of the user

dynamically through the GPS or phone's

location.

2

Users can’t browse for other

pincode apart from 560102 without

logging in to the app

● User can browse the app without logging and

browse with just pincode or area name

3

App doesn't communicate what it

does

● Have a banner or message which

communicates what it does.

● Have a small About Us page which

communicates what Pickily does.

4

User's can't search what with

brand names

● Start having relevant search results with

popular brand names.

● Map certain brand names with relevant

categories. (Ex: Nandini search to show

results related to Milk, if Nandini milk isn't

available)

5 Search results are very ordinary

● Improve search results which can cater to

multilingual search also. (Ex : If someone

search with term like doodh instead of

showing empty results we can map these

keywords to milk)

● Can eliminate showing results with NA



6 There is no option to sort or filter

● Give an option where users can sort based on

price or availability.

● Filter option to user where he can filter

based on brands, category or availability.

Proposed Solutions
● Users can browse based on locality or pincode without logging to the app.

● Start having search results based on the brand names.

● Have a banner to communicate what the app does such that it builds a brand

for Pickily.

Target Customers
Users that aren’t from HSR Layout (Bengaluru) and areas that are serviceable

through Pickily.

Success Metrics
● % increase in number of bookings after launching these features.

● Increase in Average Order Value after launching these features.

● Increase in time spent in the app

Future Build
● Improve inventory by introducing groceries items along with items already.

● Give more customisable options for vegetables and fruits.

● Communicate about available offers to the users in the landing page.




